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Shaun Watson was born in London UK in 1955. I joined the Army in 1971 and was station in various 

countries serving 7 years , I later joined the Police in London where I served for 25 years. 

My grandfather was breeding  Scottish Terriers in the 1940 and 1950 bred and showed dogs, even 

sending some to the USA for shows.  

I bought my first dog a German Shepherd, when I was in German but later bought a Dobermans 

(1978), when I returned to the UK. I became involved in showing them, with some success and 

sending dogs to over 15 countries. I started to shows dogs in 1980 and continues showing until I 

moved to Cyprus ,  my own breeds was Dobermanns and Kerry Blue Terriers, but I was a handler for a 

number of different breed and I have had numerous Champions,  one of my best wins being Best In 

show with over 17,000 dogs entered. I have shown at Crufts for over 25 years with many wins 

including Best of Breed and have owned, bred or handled many champions UK  world and other  

champion.  I was involved in Martial Arts for many years and have run major International 

competitions as the organizer and or head referee for Tae Kwon Do and have acted as referee in 

many places around the world including Korea the head of TKD 



I started judging in 1989 in the UK and awarded CC’s for the first time  in the UK in 1996, I have now 

passed to judge 10 breeds at CC level in the UK, and hope to judge my first group in the UK next year,  

I have been a member of a number of breeds clubs and show Club member and committee member. I 

was previously Chairman of a Kerry Blue breed club and chairman of the Breed council while in the 

UK.  I last judged in the UK most years and have appointments there for the next three years, I was 

pleased and honored to have judged at Crufts.  

 Since moving to Cyprus I am now a member of The Cyprus Kennel Club  

 I am now licensed to judge for the FCI at all breed and all groups and BIS. I have judged FCI groups at 

national and International many many times, and  Best in Show many times, and judged BIS on four 

continents in , I have judged at many big AND small shows throughout the world  and enjoy them all. I 

was pleased and honored to judge at Crufts in 2015 

Whilst in the UK  I also ran Tae Kwon Do international events and I am a international Tae Know do 

Referee. 

 

I have judged in Most of the European counties many times, also visited and judged in 

Australia three times but each on more than one city and look forward to judging in three 

different cities in Australia this year.  I have Judged in Indonesia and Malaysia and just 

judged in Manila at the famous Philippines Circuit 2018 which was super   

I look forward to each new judging appointment as a honor and something to consider 

enjoyable but with correct and honest judging  


